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Abstract
Intrathoracic pressure influences cardiac output and may affect cerebral blood flow (CBF). We aimed to quantify the cerebral
hemodynamic response to intrathoracic pressure reduction in patients with acute ischemic stroke using a noninvasive respiratory
impedance (RI) device.We assessed low-level (6 cmH2O) and high-level (12 cmH2O) RI in 17 spontaneously breathing patients
within 72 h of anterior circulation acute ischemic stroke. Average age was 65 years, and 35% were female. Frontal lobe tissue
perfusion and middle cerebral artery velocity (MCAv) were continuously monitored with optical diffuse correlation spectroscopy
(DCS) and transcranial Doppler ultrasound, respectively. High-level RI resulted in a 7% increase in MCAv (p = 0.004). MCAv
varied across all studied levels (baseline vs low-level vs high-level, p = 0.006), with a significant test of trend (p = 0.002).
Changes were not seen in DCS measured tissue perfusion by nonparametric pairwise comparison. Mixed effects regression
analysis identified a small increase in bothMCAv (low-level RI: β 2.1, p < 0.001; high-level RI: β 5.0, p < 0.001) and tissue-level
flow (low-level RI: β 5.4, p < 0.001; high-level RI: β 5.9, p < 0.001). There was a small increase in mean arterial pressure during
low-level and high-level RI, 4% (p = 0.013) and 4% (p = 0.017), respectively. End-tidal CO2 remained stable throughout the
protocol. RI was well tolerated. Manipulating intrathoracic pressure via noninvasive RI was safe and produced a small but
measurable increase in cerebral perfusion in acute ischemic stroke patients. Future studies are warranted to assess whether RI is
feasible and tolerable for prolonged use in hyperacute stroke management.
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Introduction

Optimization of cerebral blood flow (CBF) is a cornerstone of
the clinical management of acute ischemic stroke patients. In a

variety of settings outside of stroke, it has been demonstrated
that a decrease in intrathoracic pressure leads to an increase in
CBF [1–5]. Mechanistically, this is likely caused by an in-
crease in systemic venous return [6, 7], which increases
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cardiac output [7, 8] and blood pressure [2, 4, 8]. In healthy
volunteers, we recently identified a small increase in cerebral
perfusion during noninvasive reduction in intrathoracic pres-
sure [4]. Ischemic stroke is the consequence of regional reduc-
tion in CBF, so a maneuver that augments CBF holds potential
therapeutic value.

Intrathoracic pressure can be manipulated with the use of a
noninvasive respiratory device incorporating a one-way valve.
Air flow is restricted only during the inspiratory component of
the respiratory cycle, referred to as respiratory impedance
(RI). RI leads to augmentation of the inspiratory effort, which
in turn leads to greater negative intrathoracic pressure to over-
come the impedance. This respiratory maneuver is used for
respiratory muscle training, but data pertaining to its effect on
cerebral perfusion in humans is limited. In the context of or-
thostatic hypotension, RI increases middle cerebral artery ve-
locity (MCAv) and reduces symptoms of orthostasis [9].

Transcranial Doppler ultrasonography (TCD) provides a
measure of flow velocity through proximal intracranial ves-
sels, but does not directly assess tissue-level perfusion.
Diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS) is an optical tech-
nique that uses transcranial near-infrared light tomeasure deep
tissue-level CBF at the bedside. This technique and underly-
ing theory have been reviewed in detail [10–12]. Light in the
near-infrared range (650–950 nm) is heavily scattered, yet
experiences minimal absorption in tissue, permitting measure-
ment of organs centimeters under the skin. Temporal fluctua-
tions of the scattered light reflect changes in red blood cell
concentration and movement (i.e., flow) [13]. The DCS signal
is ultimately a weighted average of flow through arterioles,
capillaries, and venules. The signal is more strongly weighted
to arterioles due to higher blood cell velocity in these vessels
[14, 15].

DCS holds promise for monitoring cerebral hemodynamics
[14, 16–18] and has been validated against other measures of
CBF such as ASL-MRI [19], Xenon CT [20], TCD [21],
phase-encoded velocity mapping MRI [22], and fluorescent
microspheres [23]. This technology has been used to study
acute stroke physiology and the hemodynamic response of
bedside interventions, including thrombolysis and mechanical
thrombectomy [24–27]. In the current study, we use both DCS
and TCD to measure changes in cerebral hemodynamics that
occur during low-level and high-level RI in acute ischemic
stroke patients.

Methods

Subjects

We prospectively recruited 20 acute ischemic stroke patients
at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania between
September 2016 and March 2017. Subjects were eligible for

the study if they were over 18 years of age with neuroimaging
confirming acute ischemic stroke affecting the ACA or MCA
territory. Enrollment occurred within 72 h of stroke onset.
Patients were excluded if any of the following were present:
history of prior stroke or transient ischemic attack, congestive
heart failure, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, brain tu-
mor, prior neurosurgical procedure, or active pregnancy. The
DCS data from 3 subjects had a signal-to-noise ratio that pre-
cluded analysis, leaving 17 subjects in the final analysis. The
protocol was approved by the University of Pennsylvania in-
stitutional review board. All study procedures were in accor-
dance with the ethical standards of Helsinki Declaration.
Written informed consent was signed by each participant prior
to enrollment in the experimental protocol. The study was
registered with clinicaltrials.gov (Unique Identifier:
NCT03476954).

CBF Monitoring

DCS provides a transcranial measurement of relative CBF.
Briefly, the temporal fluctuations of near-infrared light
scattered by moving red blood cells in tissue are detected.
These fluctuations are quantified by the light intensity tempo-
ral autocorrelation, which can be fitted to a semi-infinite mod-
el of the head to obtain changes in CBF [26]. Our custom
instrument employs a long-coherence-length laser operating
at 785 nm and 4 single-photon counting avalanche photodiode
detectors for each hemisphere (i.e., a total of 2 lasers and 8
detectors). Optical fibers were used to couple sources and
detectors to the head via 2 cm × 5 cm rubber optical probes
that were placed bilaterally at the temporal margin of the fore-
head, superior to the frontal sinuses; this configuration en-
abled measurement of cortical parenchyma in the proximity
of the border zone of the anterior cerebral artery (ACA) and
middle cerebral artery (MCA). With a light source and detec-
tor separation of 2.5 cm, DCS is sensitive to cortical blood
flow changes [11, 14]. An elastic headband was placed over
the optical probes to maintain secure contact during the course
of the protocol (Fig. 1). Data were collected from both hemi-
spheres at a sampling frequency of 20 Hz [28]. In order to
minimize spurious motion-induced signal fluctuations and al-
low for stabilization of the signal after each transition, the
mean CBF was calculated for each segment of the protocol,
excluding the 10 s preceding and 20 s following each RI
transition.

Blood Flow Velocity Monitoring

Velocity within the middle cerebral arteries was assessed
using a Compumetics DWL TCD System (Compumetics
Ltd.; Singen, Germany). Probes were secured using a
DiaMon® adjustable headframe. The MCA trunk was
insonated via transtemporal windows at a depth of 40–
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65 mm. MCAv waveforms were sampled at a rate of 20 Hz,
time-synchronized and recorded on the same computer used to
collect the DCS measured CBF. Average values were calcu-
lated for each segment of the protocol, excluding 10 s preced-
ing and 20 s following each RI transition.

Cardiopulmonary Monitoring

A Finometer® Pro (Finapres Medical Systems; Arnhem,
Netherlands) was placed on the wrist and third digit of either
hand and provided continuous measurement of mean arterial
pressure (MAP), systolic blood pressure, heart rate (HR), and
cardiac output (CO). A transcutaneous pulse oximeter was
placed on the second digit of the right hand for continuous
measurement of oxygen saturation. The RI device was
coupled with a sensor that provided continuous measurements
of both end-tidal CO2 and respiratory rate. A pressure sensor
was fixed inside the face-mask to monitor the change in pres-
sure that occurred during RI, as a surrogate for the changes in
intrathoracic pressure. All physiological waveforms were dig-
itized, time-synchronized, and recorded on the same computer
used to collect the DCSmeasured CBF, at a sampling frequen-
cy of 20 Hz. Average values were calculated for each segment
of the protocol after excluding 10 s preceding and 20 s fol-
lowing each RI transition.

Respiratory Impedance Protocol

The Philips Inspiratory Muscle Trainer (IMT; Philips
Respironics Andover, MA 01810) was utilized to noninva-
sively augment RI. The device has a one-way, spring-loaded
valve, which provides an adjustable resistance during inspira-
tion only. No resistance is imposed during expiration. When
the device is in place, inspiratory effort must increase in order
to generate sufficient negative intrathoracic pressure to over-
come the selected resistance. Two discrete levels of resistance

were tested (6 cm H2O and 12 cm H2O) in a prespecified
random order for each subject.

Subjects were positioned in a hospital bed, with the head-
of-bed at 45°. The optical device was placed on the forehead at
least 5 min prior to protocol initiation to ensure signal stability,
after which baseline hemodynamic data were collected for
5 min, while the subject was breathing through a respiratory
face-mask (KingMask®, Ambu Inc.) providing no resistance.
The IMT was then mounted to the back of the respiratory
mask for a 5-min RI segment, during which the subject was
instructed to breathe comfortably. After 5 min of RI, the IMT
was removed from the mask for 5 min. This 10-min cycle was
repeated for the other level of resistance. Patients were blinded
to the level of resistance. At the completion of the study pro-
tocol, subjects were asked if they experienced shortness of
breath, chest pain, fatigue, and lightheadedness.

Statistical Analyses

All data processing was performed while blinded to the level
of RI. Mean CBF andMCAv values for each RI segment were
compared to the preceding 5 min of normal breathing.
Pairwise comparisons were completed using the Wilcoxon
signed ranks test. Kruskal–Wallis test and nonparametric test
of trend were used to compare perfusion measures across each
protocol segment (baseline vs low-level vs high-level).
Additionally, mixed effects linear regression was employed
to better quantify and model the relationship between cerebral
hemodynamics and RI, using a maximum likelihood to model
changes across levels of RI. Levels of RI were considered
categorical, models incorporated a random slope, and the co-
variance was modeled as unstructured. This approach was
used in prior studies using DCS, including a study of RI in
healthy volunteers [4, 24]. End-tidal CO2 was included in the
model in order to account for possible device-related effects,
which may influence perfusion, independent of the proposed
mechan ism. Because pa t i en t s may not respond

DCS detector

DCS source

a bFig. 1 Protocol setup: a
Transcutaneous cortical cerebral
blood flow monitoring by diffuse
correlation spectroscopy (DCS)
and middle cerebral artery
insonation by transcranial
Doppler ultrasonography (TCD).
b An example of an individual
with all monitoring in place,
prepared for the experimental
protocol
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homogeneously to RI, a Wald test was used to determine if
individual variability was present in the TCD and DCS re-
sponse to RI.

The sample size was derived from prior TCD data in
healthy human subjects [2], from which we estimated a 10%
mean increase in CBF associated with RI (standard deviation
10%). Setting power to 0.80 and significance to 0.05, 16 sub-
jects would be sufficient to demonstrate a difference in CBF.

Results

The study enrolled 20 patients with acute ischemic stroke af-
fecting the ACA or MCA, within 72 h of symptom onset.
Patient demographics and stroke characteristics can be found
in Table 1. DCS–CBF data was technically inadequate in 3
subjects because the signal-to-noise ratio was too low to allow
for reliable analysis, and these subjects were therefore excluded
from the primary analysis. Figure 2 provides an example of the
raw time series data acquired from 1 patient. Figure 3 depicts
the relationship between cerebral perfusion and RI averaged
across the 17 patients included in the primary analysis. There
was a 7% median increase in TCD measured MCAv at the
high-level resistance (p = 0.004), but a smaller (4%) nonsignif-
icant change was noted at the low-level resistance (p = 0.19).
Pairwise testing was similarly performed for DCS measured
tissue-level CBF and identified no significant change in flow
at the low-level (p = 0.19) or high-level resistance (p = 0.14).
When all levels of RI were compared by Kruskal–Wallis test
(baseline vs low-level vs high-level), TCD was significantly
different across levels (p = 0.006), but no difference was seen
with DCS (p = 0.39). Nonparametric test of trend [29] con-
firmed that the differences seen by TCD were ordered (p =
0.002). Finally, mixed effects linear regression was employed,
comparing baseline values to each level of RI independently,
adjusting for end-tidal CO2. Regression results indicate a small
increase in both MCAv and microvascular CBF with low-level
and high-level RI (Table 2). A Wald test identified significant
interindividual variability with respect to both TCD and DCS,
p < 0.005 in both cases.

Table 3 depicts all cardiopulmonary data, including MAP,
HR, CO, and end-tidal CO2 across the range of RI. Similar to
the change in MCAv, a small increase in MAP was noted
during RI. Importantly, when averaged over the cohort, there
were no significant changes in end-tidal CO2. Only 1 patient
elected to stop, which occurred during the first RI segment 30-
s prior to completion due to transient shortness of breath and
fatigue, but after a short break the patient went on to complete
the remainder of the protocol without issue. All other subjects
completed the protocol in its entirety, without interruption.
Four subjects retrospectively described some degree of fatigue
or shortness of breath during the protocol, and 2 reported
claustrophobia associated with the face-mask. These

retrospectively reported symptoms did not interfere with pro-
tocol completion and resolved at the completion of the study.
There were no documented episodes of hypoxia,
hypoventilation, or hyperventilation.

Discussion

Short-term exposure to noninvasive RI was well tolerated by
acute stroke patients and resulted in a small increase in MCAv
measured by TCD, with a dose-dependent effect of RI on
TCD in regression analysis. Optically measured microvascu-
lar CBF remained unchanged in the nonparametric pairwise
comparison, but a small increase was identified in the regres-
sion analysis. Because end-tidal CO2 may influence CBF
through its vasomotor effects [30, 31], respiratory rate and
end-tidal CO2 were continuously monitored in all patients.

Table 1 Patient demographic and clinical characteristics

Demographics and medical history

Age, years 65.1 (12.3)

Gender, female 40%

Race, Caucasian 70%

HTN 75%

DM 35%

HLD 75%

CAD 15%

Asthma 15%

Active smoking 5%

Stroke and clinical characteristics

Admission NIHSS 5.9 (5.7)

Stroke lateralization, % left 45%

Infarct volume, cc 8.0 (11.9)

Vascular distribution of infarct

MCA 90%

ACA 10%

Distance from DCS probe to stroke, cm 6.3 (2.5)

Stroke mechanism

Large vessel 25%

Small vessel 5%

Cardioembolism 30%

Cryptogenic 25%

Other 15%

Ejection fraction 59.7 (10.8)

Hgb (g/dL) 12.1 (2.2)

Continuous variables are reported as mean (SD)

Categorical variables are reported as percentage

HTN = hypertension; DM = diabetes mellitus; HLD = hyperlipidemia;
CAD = coronary artery disease; NIHSS = National Institutes of Health
Stroke Scale; MCA = middle cerebral artery; ACA = anterior cerebral
artery; DCS = diffuse correlation spectroscopy; Hgb = hemoglobin
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While end-tidal CO2 remained unchanged during RI, adjust-
ments were made in the regression analysis to ensure that the
observed hemodynamic effects were not a surrogate of hyper/
hypocapnea. In the pairwise comparison, an increase in TCD
measured MCAv was only identified during high-level RI.
This suggests that there may be a threshold of RI required to
impact cerebral perfusion in a potentially meaningful way.
While no difference was seen with DCS in pairwise compar-
ison, the regression analysis indicated an effect of treatment at

both low- and high-level RI. This analysis accounts for the
repeated nature of the data collected from each subject, lend-
ing power to this analysis. In that context, it is important to
distinguish between statistical and clinical significance. It is
unknown, though probably unlikely that this degree of perfu-
sion augmentation would have a meaningful clinical impact.

While there is a small discrepancy seen in the results from
TCD and DCS, this should be interpreted with caution in this
small sample size, and the difference was far less evident in
the regression analysis. In a recent study of healthy volunteers,
TCD changes exceeded DCS [4], and in that scenario, it was
hypothesized that TCD may identify trunk artery flow chang-
es which mirror blood pressure, but intact cerebrovascular
autoregulation at the arteriolar level may dampen the tissue-
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Fig. 3 Cerebral hemodynamic changes during respiratory impedance.
Values represent median and interquartile ranges across the cohort at 2
different levels of respiratory impedance.

Table 2 Mixed effects regression

Level of resistance Β Standard error 95% CI p value

TCD

cm H2O 2.1 0.5 1.1–3.0 < 0.001

cm H2O 5.0 0.5 4.1–6.0 < 0.001

DCS

cm H2O 5.4 0.4 4.6–6.2 < 0.001

12 cm H2O 5.9 0.4 5.1–6.6 < 0.001

TCD and DCS values serve are dependent variables in the respective
models. Level of resistance is the independent variable. Both models
adjusted for end-tidal CO2
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level effect [32, 33]. A more robust tissue-level effect was
anticipated in the context of acute stroke, during which auto-
regulation may be impaired [34]. However, autoregulatory
function was not directly assessed in this study, so we could
not determine if this was associated with response to RI.
Additionally, given the need to avoid hair, which interferes
with DCS measurement, only the frontal poles were moni-
tored in all subjects, while strokes occurred throughout the
hemisphere. Only 2 patients had ACA cortically based
strokes, but their response to RI was not notably different than
the cohort as a whole. As a result, in most cases, DCS was
monitoring tissue-level flow remote from the infarct bed,
though distance between the optical probe and infarct perim-
eter did not seem to impact the response to RI.

Our finding of a modest impact of RI on cerebral perfusion
is concordant with the mixed results seen in patients with
orthostatic hypotension. One study of human subjects a 10%
increase in MCAv was observed with a similar degree of re-
sistance used in the low-level of the current study [2], and
another study reported that RI alleviated symptoms during
orthostatic maneuvers, but yielded no objective effect on
TCD measured MCAv [9].

Mechanistically, RI decreases intrathoracic pressure, which
in turn augments venous return and ultimately cardiac filling
pressures [6, 7]. In the context of volume depletion and rea-
sonable cardiac function, an increase in preload results in an
increase in cardiac output [7, 8]. This correlates with an in-
crease in vital organ and brain perfusion [3, 5, 35]. RI may
also reduce intracranial pressure, likely through reduction in
the intracranial venous volume, which further increases cere-
bral perfusion pressure (cerebral perfusion pressure = mean
arterial pressure − intracranial pressure) [1, 35]. The hemody-
namic effects of intrathoracic pressure are most relevant dur-
ing hypovolemia [36, 37]. Many patients with acute stroke
initially present to the hospital in a state of hypovolemia,

which is associated with poor outcome [38, 39]. Volume re-
pletion is a key component of early clinical management in
stroke patients, and most patients completed the current study
protocol more than 24 h following hospital admission, making
it unlikely that any patients were volume depleted at the time
of protocol completion. This may explain the relatively mod-
est effect seen in this study and RI may be more impactful in
the hyperacute phase of stroke care. The sustainability of the
hemodynamic effect is also unclear, and more prolonged ex-
posure would be necessary to explore potential compensation
or temporal evolution.

Fluctuations in end-tidal CO2 are expected to impact CBF
and potentially confound our results [26, 30, 31, 40]. As such,
we monitored end-tidal CO2 continuously during the study
though it remained stable throughout and adjustment in the
regression model did not influence the effect of RI on cerebral
perfusion. RI imposes an increased work of breathing, [41] so
over a longer period of time, respiratory fatigue may be a
reasonable concern. With the brief exposure in the current
study, several patients reported some degree of fatigue.
While only 1 patient stopped the intervention 30-s prior to
completion, several indicated that a longer intervention may
not be tenable depending on the level of RI. Prior studies have
exposed healthy subjects to periods of RI greater than 10 min,
with good tolerability [9, 42]. If RI is to be of any clinical
utility for stroke patients, a more sustainable intervention is
critical, in which case lower levels of RI or thoracic devices
that off-load the work of breathing may be worthy of future
investigation. Alternatively, manipulation of intrathoracic
pressure among mechanically ventilated stroke patients may
be more tenable, [3, 35, 43, 44] and this approach has been
effective in animal models.

The current study has several limitations. Firstly, in the
primary signed ranks analysis the sample size was inadequate
to identify small changes in perfusion as may have been seen

Table 3 Hemodynamic changes
with respiratory impedance 6 cm H2O p value 12 cm H2O p value

CBF, blood flow index + 2.9%

(− 5.0 to + 17.6)

0.19 + 0.5%

(− 2.1 to + 13.5)

0.14

MCAv, cm/s + 2.3 cm/s (3.8%)

(− 4.6 to + 9.4)

0.19 + 4.8 cm/s (7.3%)

(+ 2.6 to + 17.1)

0.004

MAP + 4.8 mmHg (4.1%)

(+ 1.2 to + 10.4)

0.013 + 5.1 mmHg (4.4%)

(+ 1.0 to + 7.8)

0.017

HR + 1.6 beats/min (1.9%)

(+ 0.25 to + 3.0)

0.06 + 1.9 beats/min (2.2%)

(− 0.41 to + 3.5)

0.021

End-tidal CO2 + 0.036 mmHg (0.1%)

(− 1.7 to + 0.57)

0.69 − 0.71 mmHg (2.0%)

(− 3.2 to + 1.2)

0.44

Cardiac output + 0.065 L/min (1.0%)

(− .13 to + 0.29)

0.22 + 0.31 L/min (4.1%)

(− 0.22 to + 0.52)

0.22

All reported values are changes in median (IQR). Change in median is reported as absolute value and% relative to
baseline period immediately preceding RI. Blood flow index as measured by DCS is only reported as % change.
p values were calculated by Wilcoxon signed ranks tests, in comparison to baseline values
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during low-level RI, although it is unlikely that such small
changes would be clinically meaningful. As noted above, pa-
tient volume status is likely a significant confounder, and un-
fortunately was not objectively assessed in each patient.
Tissue-level monitoring was restricted to the anterior frontal
lobes, leaving other territories and deeper structures unmea-
sured. Moreover, by using a simplistic semi-infinite model for
DCS, our measurements may be partially contaminated by
scalp blood flow because light traverses extracerebral tissue
before reaching the brain. Flow through brain tissue far ex-
ceeds that of the scalp, so CBF contributes the majority of the
DCS signal [14, 45]. Relative to more commonly used spec-
troscopic techniques such as near-infrared spectroscopy
(NIRS), the DCS signal is weighted towards relatively long
photon paths, further minimizing the extracerebral contribu-
tion to the DCS signal [15]. Depending on the size and loca-
tion of infarction, regional differences in CBF based on size
and location of infarct are worth considering. Unfortunately,
we are unable to investigate these differences given our rela-
tively small sample size and only 2 patients had infarction of
the ACA territory. Despite finding a statistically significant
difference in TCD measured MCAv at the high-level of RI,
the lack of significant difference seen with DCS could be
related to inadequate power. Little was known about the ex-
pected DCS response, so data collected here facilitates a post
hoc sample size analysis. The mean DCS change with high-
level RI was 5%with standard deviation of 10% (as compared
to the reported 1% change in median DCS value). The current
sample size only provides 54% power, setting α to 0.05. To
achieve 80% power, a sample size of 32 would be required.
Changes inMCAvmeasured by TCD are expected to correlate
with CBF assuming the MCA trunk diameter remains con-
stant, but this assumption falters in the context of CO2 fluctu-
ation [46, 47] and mild exercise [48]. The effect of RI on trunk
vessel caliber remains unknown, so it is important to acknowl-
edge that the 2 techniques measure different components of
the vascular system. The relationship between TCD and DCS
in the current study might be further attenuated because the
tissue monitored by DCS may have contributions from both
MCA and ACA, while TCD only measured the MCA trunk.

In conclusion, manipulating intrathoracic pressure via short
term use of noninvasive RI was well tolerated by acute stroke
patients and resulted in a small increase in MCAv and tissue-
level CBF. Future study is warranted to explore the effect of
RI during hyperacute stroke care and to assess the tolerability
of prolonged exposure.
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